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Maybe you have suffered a miscarriage. Maybe you have been told you cannot have children.
Maybe you have followed every bit of advice from every doctor and self-help book, but you still
aren’t seeing that pink plus sign.Many women face the disheartening struggle of infertility in
silence. Between the feelings of shame, the strain on marriages, and the loads of money spent
on medicines and failed procedures, they don’t want to admit what they often see as a personal
flaw: that they cannot bear children.After four miscarriages and years of infertility, Cathie Quillet
felt stuck and alone in her negative emotions. In Not Pregnant, Quillet offers a place for women
who are experiencing infertility to come together, validate their emotions, and let go of their pain.
This motivational and comforting book addresses* infertility’s effects on sex and marriage,*
handling the public’s general ignorance about infertility,* miscarriages,* the plethora of emotions
experienced,* hormonal changes with fertility medications, and* how to move on with your
life.With real stories from women who have been there and an added scientific perspective from
ob-gyn Dr. Shannon Sutherland, Not Pregnant is the emotional companion you need when it
seems like no one else gets it.
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Charleston, South CarolinaWhat People Are Saying AboutNot PregnantIf you are going through
infertility, Not Pregnant will speak to your soul! It reads like a good conversation with a close
girlfriend.Infertility makes you feel alone; no one and nothing is safe. Not Pregnant helps you
work through that, giving you tools to help start the conversation so those around you can
understand this season of your life better. It’s the best of both worlds: relatable stories from
others going through the same thing yet [it includes] the medical aspect to help you understand
what is going on with you physically.—Katie, experienced secondary infertilityThis book has the
power to meet people in their pain, to show them they are not alone and that they are not without
hope. There are real-life examples of others who have walked this road, as well as tools and
wisdom to navigate this journey in a healthy way. And all of this is done in a very readable,
chatting-with-a-dear-friend-over-coffee kind of way!—Wendy Gapastione, pastor’s wifeCathie’s
vulnerable story of miscarriages and infertility spoke directly to my soul. Every woman should
read Not Pregnant—not only to find permission and grace and compassion for your own journey
but to connect to the greater human experience of loss and hope. Her insightful wisdom and
courageous words inspire me to step out of my circumstances and understand infertility—not as
a label but as a brave journey, one that I have much to learn from.—Bekah Pogue, author of
Choosing RealAs the founder of an organization that works with families who experience not
only the loss of their children but also secondary infertility, as well as those who are unable to
carry viable babies to term, I found Not Pregnant to be an amazing resource of real-life
information for families longing to have a baby. Reading this book felt comfortable and
comforting, like an old friend chatting on the patio. There are so few resources in existence for
mothers and fathers walking this agonizing path. And those that do exist often fail to capture the
honest struggles faced by couples. Not Pregnant helps couples feel less alone on the journey
and offers some hope and joy along the way…even in the face of very real, raw pain and longing.
I especially enjoyed hearing the male perspective, often overlooked but no less essential. I look
forward to sharing this amazing resource with our clients. Well done to Cathie and all who
contributed your sacred stories to this project.—Kelly Gerken, founder of Sufficient Grace for
Women, Inc., contributor for Still Standing Magazine, and author of Sufficient GraceAs someone
who has walked this journey myself, I know that good resources are hard to find. This book is
practical and helpful and provides a space to identify and feel the experiences that come with
infertility. I’m excited about the many women who will be comforted and guided by Cathie’s
powerful story.—Amanda Caldwell, marriage and family therapistTo my Tyler:You are God’s



greatest gift to me.To our boys:You are the silver lining to our not-pregnant journey.In Memory of
my Beautiful Mother:Who passed away during the completion of this project.I will love you and
miss you forever.I love you MORE.ContentsAcknowledgmentsForewordIntroductionPart 1:
InfertilityChapter 1 InfertilityChapter 2 Cathie’s StoryPart 2: I Wish I Would Have
KnownChapter 3 How Much It Was Going to HurtChapter 4 It Is OK to GrieveChapter 5
Sex Would Become a JobChapter 6 It Could Be a Wedge in a MarriageChapter 7 It Would
Be All-ConsumingChapter 8 It Would Be Really LonelyChapter 9 Fertile People Say Stupid
ThingsChapter 10 I Would Become Resentful of Things I Used to EnjoyChapter 11 Pregnancy
Doesn’t Necessarily Mean a BabyChapter 12 Secondary Infertility Is a Joy StealerChapter
13 I’m Not a Failure If It Doesn’t Work OutChapter 14 Comparing Is a Waste of TimeChapter
15 There Are Hormonal Changes with Fertility MedicationsChapter 16 It Can Cost a Lot of
MoneyChapter 17 A Hysterectomy Is SurvivableChapter 18 It Is OK to Stop and Move
OnChapter 19 How to Move OnChapter 20 Our Adoption StoryChapter 21 There Can Be
Happiness at the End of It AllAppendix A A Note from Cathie’s HusbandAppendix B
Interviews from a Male PerspectiveAppendix C How to Support Those Who Are
InfertileAppendix D Final Thoughts from Dr . SutherlandReferencesAbout the
AuthorsAcknowledgmentsThank you, Lord, for having plans for our lives, which—even though
we may never understand this side of eternity—are good. This is my offering to you.Thank you,
Shannon, for partnering in this journey with me. While I never imagined that a book is what you
would help me birth, I am forever grateful to you for faithfully supporting us through our Not
Pregnant journey.Thank you to each and every person who contributed to the writing of this book
by sharing your story. Your voices are an integral part of the mission of Not Pregnant.Thank you
to our family who supported us during our Not Pregnant journey and throughout the writing of
this book. To Mom and Dad L, Mom and Dad Q, Bob, Steph, Cody, Bill, Nese, Aydin, Ashley,
Jacob, Noah, Dylan, Hudson, and Austin—thank you for praying for us and cheering us on in
life.To our four babes whom our arms and hearts ache for…know that we will never live a day
without love for you. While you only lived a matter of weeks with us, we will hold the memory of
those days forever in our hearts.To our precious children who made us parents…you are an
answer to prayer and so much longing. People always tell us how lucky you two are to have
Daddy and me, but Daddy and I truly are the lucky ones! We love you to Africa and back!Finally,
thank you to my main man—Tyler, you are God’s greatest gift to me, my best friend, my rock
when the storm hits, and the supporter of my dreams. Thank you for helping make this dream
come true. I love you, always and forever.ForewordNot Pregnant explores the profound sadness
of infertility with kindness, wit, humor, and good science. It brings out feelings that most of us
want to ignore, deny, or repress. The sorority/fraternity of those who have not been able to have
children is a quiet, hidden group. People practically never talk about miscarriages, the struggle to
have a baby, and the toll it takes on a marriage and on other relationships. Not Pregnant
addresses this conspiracy of silence in the best possible way: by incorporating a blend of frank
truth talking with genuine caring, concern, and understanding. No blaming allowed.Cathie



speaks both from her own experience and from the research and interviews she has conducted
to make certain that she describes the experience of many infertile couples. Her grasp of the
slippery feelings that hurt people and of the ways our society addresses (or doesn’t address)
infertility is deep and gentle. Her comments are so genuine and can be so funny that you are
pleased to see someone dealing with deep wounds while still allowing life to happen around
her.This difficult subject needs the hand of a person with experience who also has the clinical
background to speak objectively about what happens to us when we lose a pregnancy or never
have one. Her ability to talk about and to normalize the bewildering array of feelings that come
and go—anger, shame, jealousy, sadness, and hopelessness—is impressive. She has blended
both personal experience and expertise expertly.Cathie brings out issues that many never even
think about, such as secondary infertility: being able to have one child but not another. This is
another group whose experience is invisible to the rest of society. Her use of language is deft
and precise, and she gives us aha moments in every section of the book.The book exudes
warmth and compassion and is a sounding board for every feeling a not-expectant parent might
have. It gives people permission to feel what they feel. It also provides a wealth of information on
how to live through this experience that we never expect to happen to us. This book will become
a valuable resource to those who are struggling with infertility and for those who experienced the
physical, emotional, and psychological tsunami long ago but whose feelings have never been
validated.Dr. Ellen Anderson, PsychologistIntroductionI remember when my husband and I
came home from our honeymoon. We had just spent a week in paradise. Two blissful kids
skipped off that plane in anticipation of their new lives together—and without a clue of what to
expect. Off the plane and into the real world.Call us old-fashioned, but we did not live together
before we got married. This decision made our transition all the more profound.It had been a
beautiful whirlwind. He flew me to San Francisco to propose at the foot of the Golden Gate
Bridge at sunset. Hello? Talk about a fairy tale! There were months of wedding planning and
then the day itself…my dream come true. Not just the wedding day but the man, too! Then off we
had gone to Jamaica for a week of sunshine and adventure.We returned home to be hit upside
the head with reality.I remember wishing that there had been a book warning me of what came
next. Perhaps I am a tad sentimental, but surrendering my maiden name felt like a big deal. In
the past few years, we had welcomed two sisters-in-law into the family who had taken our name.
Now I was losing mine. Joining bank accounts? Yeah, we were “becoming one,” but where did
my individuality go? All these transitions were welcome changes—changes that I had waited for
since puberty—however, they were still profound, as I had not anticipated the emotional
accompaniment.I wanted there to be a book to tell me that I was normal for feeling all those
obscure feelings that I felt. I wanted to know that I was typical. Validated. I wanted to feel a tad
less crazy. A virtual high five or an “I totally understand” would have been sufficient.Fast forward
a few years.All of a sudden, we were standing face-to-face with another change—this one as
exciting as the last. We decided it was time to add to our family. There was a whole new set of
things to learn. Many things to process. Many things that made me feel the need for some



validation.But months turned into years. Years turned into heartache. Yearning. Longing. That is
when Shannon and I met, and she became an integral part of our journey.My husband and I sat
as patients in her office, with a notepad of questions, trying to make sense of the storm we had
just found ourselves smack-dab in the middle of.Am I normal? What next? Why is this so painful?
How can the absence of something you never had hurt so bad?What is it about an expectation
not coming to fruition that causes such traumatic, life-paralyzing grief? The expectation of this
dream coming true—simply and romantically—is what cut the deepest when it did not
happen.When the expectation that a baby comes after meeting the man of your dreams
intersects the reality that infertility also writes itself into your story, you get emotional stretch
marks and unwelcome anguish.I perused many a bookstore in an attempt to find a book to help
me feel less marginalized, less ostracized, and a tad more validated during our struggle. I had
never been much of a reader; however, during life-changing seasons of life, I run to the closest
bookshelf in order to assure myself that I am not the only one who has treaded these waters. I
need some validation every now and again. I looked, and I came up empty.My motivation for
writing Not Pregnant is to give people a book that I wish I had found when my husband and I
were wading through the crashing waves of infertility. I wanted a book warning me about what to
expect when you are not expecting.In high-school health class, no one warns you that a baby
may not come easily. No one teaches you how to deal with unexpected seasons of grief and the
fact that sometimes life hurts in unexpected ways. No one talks about infertility until you are
standing face-to-face with it.Infertility is the inability to achieve a clinical pregnancy after twelve
months of trying.Infertility may mean something more personal to you.You may call infertility the
thing that cost you your marriage. You may call infertility the thing that robbed you of pleasure in
the bedroom. To you and your spouse, infertility may be the source of your tears, greatest
torment, and frustration. Infertility may have intruded enough to become a pickpocket raiding
your bank account as you pay for medicinal interventions that you struggle to pronounce.This
journey is riddled with sadness, loneliness, anger, grief, depression, misunderstanding,
resentment, and bitterness. We write this book having been there. Infertility. Miscarriage. Surgery. 
Diagnoses. More surgery. Pain. Grief. Struggle. Hysterectomy. I’ll tell you more about that
later.The pain is real. The pain is lonely. Let’s be honest: the pain drives you crazy.I remember
when I was pursuing my marriage and family therapy license and preparing for the national
exam. There, tucked in the middle of other marital struggles, was a brief excerpt on infertility.I’ll
admit it; I skimmed it. My answer at the time was, “That’s not a struggle. All it means is that the
couple gets to have more sex—yay for them.” Go ahead and shake your head at me. My past
ignorance makes me shake my head at myself.I walked into our own struggle with that same
amount of ignorance. The only thing that changed my perspective was the reality that abruptly
met us.Unfortunately for us—but fortunately for them—those who have never met the reality of
the ugliness of infertility are also innocently ignorant. Those around us who haven’t experienced
the struggle can make it exponentially lonelier and more difficult for us. Can I get an amen?(I
would be remiss if I suggested that those fighting infertility were alone in this fight. Let’s not



forget those tirelessly fighting against mental illness and chronic disabilities; those currently
surviving abuse, addiction, and lengthy singleness that extends past the social average; and
those silently waging the war of living a marginalized life. My examples only scratch the surface.
Can we pinky swear, knowing how we feel in the loneliness of infertility, that we will not be the
perpetrators of pushing those farther to the periphery of society? Ignorance of our situation is
hard to live with. Let us not make others feel alone because of our ignorance of their
situation.)Dr. Shannon Sutherland fights the medicinal struggle against infertility and for
women’s health daily. Like her colleagues, she battles on the front lines to help make couples’
dreams come true. Medicinally, she fights. Emotionally, she supports. That is why I asked her to
be a part of this project. She is an advocate for women’s health and gives much of who she is to
supporting couples’ journeys.I have women who are struggling to conceive walk into my office
on a weekly basis, merely seeking some validation for the plethora of experiences that they
encounter during any given moment. Tears are abundant as they search for understanding in an
act of desperation. Brokenness, anger, sadness, fear, and hopelessness all intermingle in a
sacred dance while they attempt to hold their hope of motherhood within arm’s reach.At the end
of our journey together, Shannon and I want you to walk away with two things: permission and
validation.We want you to feel like there is an army of women around you, having walked a
similar road, cheering you on as you experience every emotional nook and cranny of your heart.
We hope that Not Pregnant will help you feel less ostracized from the rest of femininity and more
confident in your story.We want you to know that it is OK to grieve. You have permission to be
angry. We want you to feel the freedom to ask your doctor the hard questions. You are validated
if you want to quit, or you can try as long as you want. You have the right to do what is best for
you and your spouse.Throughout the course of this book, you will notice that I refer to the life
growing inside one’s womb as a baby. I do so unabashedly and without compromise. My desire
was for a baby. I had four positive pregnancy tests, four heartbeats, and, therefore, I believe I had
four babies temporarily growing in my womb.Dr. Sutherland, however, writes from a scientific
perspective, and her contributions will, therefore, use medical terminology to discuss the baby-
making process (how’s that for scientific?) and early life.We write from these perspectives not for
argument’s sake or for political division.This book is not intended to be a medical companion to
your journey or an answer to those burning questions. It is intended to be an emotional
companion to validate your emotional and relational burdens from the unexpected obstacles that
too many women encounter.While Shannon and I have experienced our own journeys, we
recognize that not everyone has a journey that mirrors ours. In an effort not to pigeonhole
everyone into our own stories, we have surveyed countless women who have shared similar
experiences and added snippets of their hearts throughout the book. In the appendices in the
back, we have also given a voice to the male experience in the hopes of bridging the gap in the
male-female emotional divide. In all cases throughout this book, names and identifying
information have been changed.Before we embark on this journey together, lean in for one bit of
truth.To the woman wondering when it will be your turn…To the woman who feels trepidation



about being with family during the holidays due to the addition of new babes who aren’t yours or
whose family tiptoes around you leaving you feeling invisible because they just don’t know what
to say…To the woman who can’t avoid shopping areas where kids’ clothes, toys, and other
paraphernalia are sold and secretly wipes away a glistening tear before the dam breaks in the
middle of Target…To the woman who doesn’t want to look in the mirror anymore because you
are doubting your femininity…To the woman who cries alone in what you hope will one day be a
nursery…To the woman who is still longing. Still…To the woman going through the motions,
praying desperately that tomorrow will bring something different, and hoping that this year this
prayer will be answered because it hasn’t been in yesterdays past…To the woman who is
nodding her head and silently screaming, “Amen”…To the desperate woman, the lonely woman,
the barren woman, the waiting woman, the cautiously hopeful woman…You are seen. You are
heard. We stand alongside you.We write this for you. We write in an effort to validate your
emotions, ease your pain, make you feel more comfortable in your own skin, and give you a
giant, virtual, it’s-going-to-be-OK hug. We write this for you because your story and your heart
matter.Blessings to you as you commence this pilgrimage toward healing, dear one.PART
1InfertilityCHAPTER 1Infertility“Hello?”All I heard was crying on the other end of the phone.“Are
you there?”All she could muster was a gentle, “I’m here.”More crying.“They’re pregnant,” she
said.Both of us were silent.The pain was too familiar.Through the course of a few more sobs, I
learned that my dear, cherished, infertile friend was sitting in the bathroom stall at her work.
Hiding with tear-stained cheeks was an all-too-common occurrence at this point in her pursuit of
a viable pregnancy.She sat alone.She wept.Questioned.Coveted.“I’m happy for them,” she tried
to convince me. “They said it wasn’t planned. They were kind of shocked, like they didn’t know
how it happened. We’ve been trying to make it happen for years, and they don’t know how it
happened!”I’ve been there.Have you?With nothing but dreams set before you and hopes of
exercising your God-given right to bear children, you are left with empty arms and a broken heart
and clinging to shattered hope.As she sat on the cold, tile flooring of her office building, there
was nothing for me to say.I wanted to fix it. I wanted to fly cross-country to squeeze her
distressed shoulders and repair her broken spirit. I wanted to find the right thing to say. I was
desperate for a miracle for my friend, who I am confident would be a wonderful mother if she
were only given the opportunity.Eventually we hung up the phone. No answers found. No change
in circumstances. This wasn’t the first time in the past months of her own negative pregnancy
tests that she had learned a dear friend was expecting. With a heart growing increasingly
calloused, she picked herself up off the cold floor, blotted the mascara that had traveled halfway
down her cheek, pulled herself together, and got back to work.That’s how we do it, right? We
learn somewhere along the path that you are allowed moments to grieve and then you have to
pull yourself together so that people around you do not have to be pulled into your sad world of
pregnancy tests, progesterone suppositories, and disappointment.By some point in this journey
of infertility, we learn how to securely fasten our masks in place so that we can go about the
regularly scheduled programming in our lives without disturbing those around us. Why would



they want to talk about your misshapen uterus, your dysfunctional egg production, or your
husband’s slow swimmers?Infertility says that we have to cry alone in bathroom stalls while our
colleagues go about their business in the cubicle right down the hall.Infertility says that we
plaster on a smile as we walk through our church’s lobby while all the little children who we
wished called us “Mommy” run around our ankles. The blissful mamas-to-be glowingly walk into
the auditorium while we avoid the children’s wing of the church altogether. Guilty as charged. For
years you would not have seen me anywhere close to that side of the building. It just hurt too
bad.Infertility makes us stand alone in the middle of Times Square on New Year’s Eve, eagerly
waiting for the ball to drop. Millions of people are packed like cattle into those few blocks to
experience this time-honored tradition. Merry people all around are ringing in the new year while
reminiscing about the year now falling behind. They cheer and lovingly embrace those around
you. You smile like the rest while crying silent tears in your soul because you only wish you were
at home with your new little bundle of joy sleeping quietly beside you.Infertility makes us
different. It changes people. Men and women. Old and young. Optimists and pessimists.
Religious and nonreligious. Throughout the course of this pilgrimage toward parenthood,
wannabe parents transform. Hope turns into pain. Pain turns into brokenness. Brokenness turns
into bitterness. Bitterness hopefully does not lead to permanent change.It is not just a woman’s
body that changes. She begins to see the world in a different light. All of a sudden, everything is
hard. Everything hurts. She dares not turn to the right or to the left for risk of being exposed to
something that will prick the dam that she has built to protect herself.Marriage changes. Sex
changes. Dreams change. Relationships change. Self-image changes. Bank accounts
change.The little girl who, once upon a time, loved playing mommy with all of her little girlfriends
after school is now a woman who dreads reading the result on the pregnancy test because fairy-
tale land may be the only place where she will get to play mommy.The empty room in your house
that you dreamed about changing into a nursery morphed into an underutilized workout room
and is now a junk room you avoid opening the door to. If you were to open the door, boxes
wouldn’t fall out, but the hopes and dreams of becoming a family of three, four, or five certainly
would.The bank account that was supposed to be spent on a ten-year-anniversary trip to the
coast of Greece is now being spent on your second round of IVF treatment.Your biological clock
may be ticking, and people around you are wondering why you were so focused on your career
instead of starting a family when your sisters did. After all, if you had, you might not be forced to
scale this Everest in front of you.Beloved, lean in closely for this one: You, my new friend, are not
alone. I promise you that.No matter how many times the stick has read not pregnant, we are
here with you, grieving for you, only wishing we could carry you through this until you carry that
healthy baby out of your neighborhood hospital.Trust me; I imagined this scene for years: My
husband and I are at the hospital. I’m all sweaty with that soon-to-be-maternal glow, proving that
I have been in labor for hours. My treasured teammate husband is holding my hand next to me—
holding in his need to pee so that he doesn’t miss a thing. Our four parents are outside the
waiting-room doors, waiting for my husband to carry the baby out to meet them like Steve Martin



does in Father of the Bride Part II. Shannon is there, cheering us along, telling me it’s time to
push. She successfully helps us deliver a healthy baby and puts the baby on my chest. Tears.
Tears. More elated tears.But for me, the stick still reads not pregnant.The feeling of loneliness as
you go around your daily activities or touch your stomach haunts you, but hear me when I tell
you this: There is a sisterhood of women with aching hearts around the world beckoning you into
this most unfortunate of sororities. It is such a sad club to be a part of; however, there is comfort
to be found in mere belonging.I suppose that’s why we’re here. To be a cheerleader for you as
you experience cramping and fatigue during your own journey. The road may be long, my friend,
but our hope is that there are glimmers of hope, peace, and strength for you along that
road.From ShannonRealize that no two people have the exact same issues or story. We are
individuals and must be treated as such. You have options, no matter what your situation may
be. Start with a conversation with your significant other: How far are you willing to go? There is
so much testing available and even more complex treatment options…even experimental
treatments in foreign countries. Where to start? Talk about your preferences, the amount of
money you can spend, and whether or not your insurance will cover any reproductive medicines
or therapies. What about your religious views? Be open and honest with each other. You don’t
need any more surprises going through this rigorous journey. When you have decided to seek
medical advice, make sure your provider is comfortable evaluating and treating infertility. This
field is part science and part art. Not everyone likes or wants to pursue this type of practice. Also
remember that not all providers will practice the same way. Some will be aggressive and others
more reserved. You should find one you and your significant other are at peace with and relate
to, whether it is a primary-care physician, OBGYN, or reproductive endocrinologist.Before you
go to your appointment, make a menstrual journal. Include when you bleed, for how long, and if
you have pain and when. Journal for at least three months. If you have been using ovulation-
predictor kits, please include the days the kits say you are ovulating. Explain your daily diet and
exercise. Write down all of your medications, vitamins, and herbal supplements, both for you and
your spouse. Be prepared to answer a lot of questions about your history. Don’t take any of the
questions personally or feel embarrassed; some of the questions can be in depth. Expect a
physical exam, a very thorough one. Tests may include vaginal cultures, blood work, and a pelvic
ultrasound. You may be offered a hysterosalpingogram (a test to look for fallopian-tube potency)
or surgery. Oh, and, gentlemen, we don’t want you to feel left out, so you may be asked to get a
semen analysis.Personal Inventory1.In what area is infertility hardest for you? Where is your
loneliness?2.In what part of your life are you hiding yourself from pain?3.In what part of this
journey do you need to find validation?CHAPTER 2Cathie’s StoryMy husband and I got married
and had a plan for how we were going to build our family.We were going to enjoy wedded bliss
for at least two years. (Poor, little, naïve, unassuming younger me.) At least that was the script
that we agreed to tell people when they asked when we were going to add children to our
family.At first that question is cute. When asked, you stare lovingly into your spouse’s eyes and
you answer together that you are just going to enjoy each other for a while before you start



trying. Once you’ve been trying for a while, those glances turn into painful, I-need-a-hug-once-
this-person-walks-away looks.We made it to our year-one wedding anniversary, and then it
started—the pain, that is. Terrible, stabbing, debilitating, don’t-touch-me pain. Pelvic pain that
caused me to avoid anything that had to do with intimacy or pants that needed to be
buttoned.This is when Shannon and I met. Thank heaven, too. She was a glimmer of light in the
midst of darkness. I went into her office as a naïve quasi newlywed, still with the hope of children
standing before me.I learned a new word that day: hysteroscopy. Surgery. By this point in my life,
I had already experienced a surgery, thanks to the softball that collided with and subsequently
relocated my nose a tad to the right. I had a cast on my nose that, in sixth grade, felt boy
repellant. The day I went back to school sporting my new facial decoration, unbeknown to my
parents and me, we had yearbook pictures for the basketball and volleyball teams I was on
taken. There, in the middle of the black-and-white photographs, was a white, circular focal point,
documenting my injury for years to come. You are welcome for the laugh, dear reader.But back
to the story…Shannon’s hypothesis was that I had endometriosis.From ShannonA relatively
common and complex disease, endometriosis is primarily a pelvic condition usually resulting in
painful menses or painful intercourse. No one knows what endometriosis is exactly or why it is
found where it is. There are many theories as to how tissue that resembles the inside lining of
the uterus is found in odd places like the bladder, colon, brain, and lung. Those areas are,
thankfully, less commonly affected than pelvic endometriosis. We do see endometriosis in
multiple family members at times, so there could be a loose hereditary component. Some
theories include retrograde menstruation and lymphatic spread. Other thoughts exist but are not
proved.Once thought to be a major cause of infertility, we now know that this relatively minor
disease usually does not affect fecundity rates. However, more aggressive, extensive disease
causes adhesion formation, fallopian-tube damage, and anatomic distortion, thus decreasing
successful conception. Endometriosis is staged as levels one through four: one being a very
mild disease and four being aggressive. Diagnosis is made primarily by evaluating symptoms of
dysmenorrhea (painful periods) and dyspareunia (painful intercourse) and findings on a physical
exam. A pelvic ultrasound can visualize a large collection of endometriosis called an
endometrioma, but it cannot detect small, individual areas of endometriosis or adhesion
formation. Definitive diagnosis is made by visualization through a diagnostic laparoscopy
(surgery) and biopsy of tissue. Treatment options are difficult when dealing with fertility because
a lot of the therapies inhibit the ability to conceive. Medical therapy, along with physical therapy,
acupuncture, and musculoskeletal manipulation, can help control symptoms while a patient is
trying to get pregnant. Surgical treatment may prove more beneficial in some circumstances.Six
years ago I went in for surgery and woke up to my husband’s kind eyes telling me that Shannon
was correct and that I did indeed have endometriosis. Everywhere. Uterus. Bowels. Bladder.
Pelvis. I don’t even know what else is down there, but if there is anything, it was covered. I
continued gathering information as I drifted in and out of consciousness.At our post-op
appointment, Shannon gave us three options. Due to the rate of endometriosis growth, as well



as the amount of real estate it already occupied in my girly region, we had to make a
decision.First, we could choose birth control. Due to my family history of breast cancer and my
personal history of erratic hormonal changes—which made my emotional state that of a bipolar
Chihuahua—we decided that was not a decent option. Please tell me I am not alone!Second, we
were told that I could start taking Lupron, a medicine that would temporarily throw my body into
menopause. My husband was not particularly fond of this idea due to the whole bipolar
Chihuahua problem. Truthfully, living inside those emotions did not seem particularly inviting to
me either, so that option ruled itself out for us also.Our third option was to start trying for a baby.
Eek! We were a little ahead of our two-year schedule, but this option seemed like the least of the
three evils.That January, just a year and a half after we got married, we started trying to
conceive. My brain struggles to remember if we told anyone that we were going to start trying,
but the questions about our plans were already in full swing since we had been married for a
while.During my eighth-grade camping trip, I first started my period. Clearly junior high was a
completely unfortunate time in my life. (You can laugh; it’s funny to me now, too.) I had never had
a regular period from that time since. During those first menstrually blessed years, I had
experienced a ninety-day period as well as ninety days without a period. I was the full spectrum
of crazy. That being said, my husband and I had no idea at how to embark on this process of
conceiving.Counting days, ovulation sticks, and temperature readings were all new to us. There
is a learning curve that no one tells you about while you awkwardly sit in ninth-grade health
class.While each month did not bring its own visit from Aunt Flo, the days seemed to drag. Every
cramp, every bit of nausea, every hormonal fluctuation, and every sexual encounter with my
husband seemed to bring with it its own set of emotions. (We’ll explore all those lovely emotions
in another chapter, so hold tight!)I’ll fast forward through all the details to month eight when we
found out that we were pregnant.Once upon a time, my husband made me promise that I would
never pee on a stick without him, so he was present when we found out. Let’s just talk about that
for a moment, shall we? Why is it that we have to find out something so beautifully wonderful by
urinating on a piece of plastic over a place that collects all of our human waste? Who wants to
photograph that moment for the baby book?Our stick read pregnant that Saturday morning, and
with tearstained cheeks, my husband got down on his knees in front of me and said, “I’m so
excited, but what on earth did we just do?” He tenderly wiped the tears off my face, and we
embraced.That’s when adrenaline kicked in. He started pacing. We agreed not to call our
parents or tell anyone until we had reached thirteen weeks. That lasted about thirteen
minutes.After we called everyone to tell the news, my husband—glowing and oozing
testosterone out every single pore—had to go do something manly. Like every expectant father
does, he grabbed our chainsaw, carried it to the backyard like a lumberjack, and cut down a tree.
Why not, right?That first trimester was pretty textbook. I was exhausted, sleeping in Walmart
parking lots and on the side of the road to and from work. I vomited up a bottle of juice, which I
will not name—nor will I ever drink it again. It was glorious, even the upchuck experience. We
shopped for nursery-room bedding, thought of names, dreamed about future family events, and



whimsically went about our business.I loved being pregnant.Around week ten I noticed a
change. My energy level was coming back, I was able to keep down food better than I had in the
past month, and I no longer felt pregnant. I don’t know how to describe it, but something was
wrong.Our concern took us to the hospital for an ultrasound. Still not really able to fathom the
idea that something could be wrong, we waited in a cold and stale room. Weeks ago the stick
had told us that we were pregnant, and a couple of weeks ago, we’d had our first prenatal
appointment and ultrasound where junior had had a heartbeat—strong, resilient. Baby was
growing. Inside me. I was a mommy. There was our baby, so full of life. We should have only
been thirty weeks from meeting our dream come true.Now we sat, fingers interlocked, and
fearfully waited for the ultrasound tech to tell us the fate of this sweet life.“I’m sorry. The
heartbeat has stopped. I don’t see your baby anymore.”Even now almost five years later, my lips
quiver and my eyes well up with tears.I don’t know if you felt it, but the earth fell off its axis a little
bit that day. I’m sorry if it disrupted your activities momentarily. It changed us and our world
permanently.The tech excused herself.Draped in unattractive hospital garb, I fell into my
husband’s arms.What kind of a mother can’t keep her child alive? What kind of a woman was I? I
felt like I needed to be exiled into a defective women’s camp.Again my husband grabbed my
face tenderly, like he had when we had found out about this life. “Promise me,” he said. “Promise
me this isn’t going to change us.”Through sobs, I promised.We left that room different people.
Hopes shattered. Life lost. Dreams changed. Innocence gone.We spent a few months trying to
collect ourselves as we waited for the green light to try again. During this time, my pain and crazy
cycle lengths led me back to Shannon’s office, and I was eventually diagnosed with polycystic
ovary syndrome. I felt like I was collecting diagnoses every time I went in there; however, new
diagnoses meant new treatment options, which meant that perhaps we were closer to becoming
parents.From ShannonPolycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS), or Stein-Leventhal syndrome, is a
multifactorial condition with autosomal-dominant inheritance. Environmental factors revolving
around diet and exercise can contribute to the severity of the disease and the extent to which it
can affect ovulation and, therefore, fertility. Anovulation, or the lack of being able to release an
egg from an ovary every month in a timed pattern, is one of the most common reasons for
impaired fecundity. Some patients will go in and out of ovulation with a seven-to-twelve pound
weight gain or loss. Other patients may never control their symptoms, no matter what their diet
and exercise program consists of. Historically the general population thought of this condition as
only affecting women who were significantly overweight; we now know that is just not correct.
PCOS can afflict women of all body types.The primary dysfunction of PCOS is altered hormonal
regulation. This creates an imbalance in the follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing
hormone (LH), as well as in insulin and glucose metabolism. Sometimes you will hear of this as
a prediabetic condition: insulin resistance. Some patients experience symptoms that consist of
difficulty with weight management, hirsutism (hair growth in nontraditional places), acne, and
abnormal vaginal bleeding. Women may also have pelvic pain due to a multitude of small cysts
on the ovaries. Common treatments should include an explanation of the condition and options—



such as a referral to a nutritionist for a PCOS diet and exercise program—and possibly
medications to override the insulin resistance and anovulation. Surgery, such as ovarian driving
or wedging, was once done but is no longer the mainstay of treatment; however, it may be
offered in certain circumstances. Rates of successful conception can be fairly high if a woman
suffers from this condition alone and if the condition is managed aggressively.
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Robyn Webster, “Validating. This book is a great resource for anyone currently in their own
infertility journey. It provides validation of the emotional experiences of infertility and shared
stories and anecdotes that are highly relatable. I will admit I stopped reading at the last few
chapters which spoke about her hysterectomy and moving on from infertility treatment. Overall, it
was an easy read and would recommend to others. It was nice to find a book on the topic that
wasn't religiously based.”

Katie Henson, “Infertile Myrtle. This book was so helpful. We have never been able to get
pregnant ever in almost 5 years of trying. We’re both in the ending of the grieving the loss of the
idea to be parents to biological children and this was so helpful. It helped me understand that I
don’t have to feel like a monster for grieving the loss of the idea of being parents. I’m very
thankful to have come across this book! ”

Ebryan287, “Loved this book!. I have had 4 miscarriages (13 weeks, 2 chemicals and 6 1/2
weeks) in the past two years. All after having two healthy pregnancies. My 4th miscarriage hit me
hard. I was anxious and depressed. I searched the internet for books on recurrent pregnancy
loss and never found any that really helped me. And there are very few to begin with! I came
across Not Pregnant from a bloggers Instagram post. Immediately ordered it. I am so glad I did! I
laughed, cried, shook my head yes more times than I can count and was comforted. This is the
book I was looking for. Highly recommend it for those who are frustrated with their secondary
infertility journey and need encouragement and comfort!”

Ariel, “Amazing Book! Definitely a must read!. An absolutely amazing read. This is a great book
for those battling with infertility and the grief behind infertility. This author helps the reader to
understand how to encounter social outings and handle the topic of “their pregnant, but I’m not”.
A great read and very empowering.”

Joseph, “Finding joy in ivf. From my wife:My husband and I have navigated through four early
losses and are in the midst of our first round of IVF. This book was so helpful in me knowing I’m
not alone! I’m the first of my friends to navigate through this heartache and often felt that no one
gets it. This has helped me through my grief and my hope in this journey”

AW, “Such a comfort. If you've been on this crappy journey a while, then you'll find yourself
nodding your head at about everything in this book. It was such a comfort to know that it wasn't
just me that felt these things. Wish I had bought this book over a year ago!”

Brock, “IVF struggles - must buy!!. I’ve recently been going through infertility struggles and found
out I’m not able to carry children. This book’s raw and true emotion made me feel validated and



less alone. I would absolutely recommend this book for anyone going through similar struggles.
There are reflection questions throughout and space for husbands, too.”

Huseyin Elhasoglu, “Good quality. Good item as it says. Good build”

Michaela Salkova, “I really enjoyed this book and read a lot out load to .... I really enjoyed this
book and read a lot out load to my husband from it too. It made me feel not alone in this battle.”

The book by Brian Okken has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 98 people have provided feedback.
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